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Texture Set Up & Basic Style Uniformity 

The style of “Tiffany,” the 2019 student film, took a painterly approach and translating 

that into the digital sphere while maintaining a consistent look team wide took thorough 

planning. Style lends itself to nearly every area of production however the most notably visual in 

the texturing of assets. To avoid inconsistencies a guide was made for texturers to follow for 

efficiency and a homogenous aesthetic. 

Upon opening an asset in MAYA the UV map should be checked to make sure it has 

been properly unfolded and layed out- when turning on the “Display UV Distortion” the object 

should have next to no areas of red nor should the UVs overlap. If your asset has many like  

components it is possible to stack identical UVs to later yield an identical texture. The next steps 

should be taken when looking to export from MAYA to 3D-Coat.  Select the object and 

subdivide it entirely twice- “Smooth” it twice, this can be found in the Modeling > Polygons 

shelf. By doing so the textures are sure to display properly as they have more vertices/faces to 

calculate themselves to in 3D-Coat. You now select the object and “Export Selection” as an OBJ. 

**IMPORTANT** Do not save this version- always use the object “pre-subdivision”- save the 

object with fewer faces/edges/vertices. This should not affect your texture nor your UVs and 

makes rendering easier down the pipeline. 
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Bringing your file into 3D-Coat is as easy as selecting “File” and then clicking on the 

OBJ you’ve just exported. 3D-Coat may seem like a whole new software upon first glance 

however it functions much like a satisfying blend of Photoshop and MAYA. To make the 

interface even more comfortably navigable there is a preference setting that enables the user to 

mirror the hot keys and mouse motions used in MAYA.  

The most basic yet helpful way of organizing your file is to separate the color, roughness, 

specularity, and metalness within your layers. When “painting” on your textures you have the 

ability to isolate what you’re painting with- for instance disabling the color and specularity 

channels allows you to paint solely with the roughness. When looking at the Texture Editor the 

option to view said specific channels exists as well- if you only need to see the areas you’ve 

made shiny and specular that drop down viewport selection is available. 

As far as style goes when texturing your assets it was critical that our team had a set of 

tileable textures like wood, glass, and wallpaper that could be reused throughout certain asset 

groups as a running motif. This creates basic unity among all of the textures. On top of tileables 

it was imperative that texturers use similar hard brushes and texturers make purposeful, 

noticeable brush strokes on each model. Some of your textures will be more easily made using 

photoshop and if that is the case you can simply press “Control + P” that takes your file from 

3D-Coat into Photoshop and allows for real time updates. 
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Once you’ve finished your texture, exporting the individual maps is a piece of cake. 

Within your textures folder make sure there is a specific asset folder for your object. You then go 

to File > Export Objects and Textures, deselect “Export Geometry” (you don’t need it because 

your MAYA file will act as the base), select the asset folder as the texture destination, then in the 

Export Presets click the drop down menu on the far left and select “PXR - Artistic” and change 

each exported file to a “.tiff,” from there 3D-Coat will set you up with a separate map of each of 

your textures to be linked in MAYA. 


